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A highly crystalline, highly emissive, and wide-bandgap polymer AC174 with an extremely small Stokes shift

is designed and synthesized in water, and is used to reduce system energetic disorder and increase the

exciton diffusion length of the classical PM6:Y6 blend system. AC174 is incompatible with PM6 and Y6,

improves molecular packing, and reduces system energetic disorder. The long-range Förster resonance

energy transfer between the donor and acceptor is enhanced, and the exciton diffusion constant and

exciton lifetime are increased, leading to a longer exciton diffusion length and more efficient exciton

dissociation and charge generation. The addition of AC174 simultaneously improves the open-circuit

voltage, short-circuit current density (JSC) and fill factor of PM6:Y6 devices; especially the highest

internal quantum efficiency approaches 100%, and the highest JSC is 28.4 mA cm−2. Ternary devices with

5% AC174 in the donors achieve a power conversion efficiency of 17.2%, higher than those of the parent

binary devices based on PM6:Y6 (15.9%) and AC174:Y6 (3.24%).
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Introduction

Organic solar cells (OSCs) are regarded as a next-generation
photovoltaic technology since they have some merits such as
facile fabrication, light weight, exibility, ecofriendliness and
short energy payback time.1,2 Fused-ring electron acceptors
(FREAs) pioneered by the Zhan group show strong light
absorption in visible and near-infrared (NIR) regions, high
electron mobility, low energy loss and stable lm
morphology,3–9 and have been widely used in high-performance
OSCs.10–14 Thanks to the invention of FREAs, the maximum
power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of OSCs have exceeded
20%.15

Organic semiconductors usually have low dielectric
constants (ca. 2–4) and strong phonon–electron coupling, and
therefore, light absorption of the photoactive layers generates
strongly bound electron–hole pairs (excitons) with high binding
energy (ca. 0.1–1 eV) instead of free charges.16 Then, excitons
diffuse to donor/acceptor (D/A) heterojunction interfaces and
dissociate into free charges driven by the energy offset between
D/A.17,18 Because excitons created in organic semiconductors
generally have short lifetimes and limited diffusion lengths (ca.
10–20 nm), intimate intermixing of the donor and acceptor for
generating more D/A interfacial contacts is necessary for effi-
cient exciton dissociation,19 but this leads to unfavourable
charge transport and recombination. The trade-off between
exciton dissociation and charge transport in OSCs requires
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 24073–24083 | 24073
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complex morphology optimization of the photoactive layers.20–23

Thus, increasing the exciton diffusion length is essential for
improving device performance.

The exciton diffusion length, LD, is given as
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ds

p
; whereD is the

exciton diffusion constant, and s is the exciton lifetime.24,25 The
lifetime of singlet excitons is determined by radiative and non-
radiative decay processes and can be expressed as s = 1/(kR +
kNR), where kR is the rate of radiative decay and kNR is the rate of
non-radiative decay. According to the energy gap law, kNR corre-
lates with the energy gap between the singlet ground state (S0) and
the lowest-energy singlet excited state (S1); a narrower energy gap
leads to a higher kNR and shorter exciton lifetime.26–28 In high-
efficiency OSCs, narrow-bandgap (Eg) semiconductor materials
(Eg < 1.5 eV)29 are commonly used to improve the light absorption
in the NIR region. Accordingly, it is challenging to decrease the
non-radiative decay and increase the exciton diffusion length of
narrow-bandgap photovoltaic materials.

To solve this problem, understanding the exciton transport
mechanism is critical. The dominating exciton transport mecha-
nism in OSCs is Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), where
the FRET radius correlates with system energetic disorder.30,31 In
the FRET model, excitons predominantly hop between aligned
chromophores as they diffuse. If the energy disorder increases, the
fraction of chromophores that are energetically available for energy
transfer will decrease, leading to a smaller FRET radius. The
Fig. 1 (a) Chemical structure of AC174. (b) GIWAXS pattern of the pure AC
and the emission spectrum of the AC174 film. (d) Energy level diagram o

24074 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 24073–24083
reduced FRET caused by the high systematic energetic disorder
limits the exciton diffusion constant. Moreover, higher energy
disorder leads to increased non-radiative relaxation,32–35 which
reduces the exciton lifetime according to the energy gap law. A
decrease in the exciton diffusion constant and exciton lifetime
leads to a short exciton diffusion length. Therefore, reducing
system energetic disorder is the key to promote the FRET and
minimize non-radiative decay, and nally increase the exciton
diffusion length in OSC devices.

In this work, we designed and synthesized a highly crystal-
line wide-bandgap polymer donor, AC174 (Fig. 1a), and used it
to reduce energetic disorder and enhance exciton diffusion in
the representative PM6:Y6-based OSCs. AC174 is incompatible
with PM6 and Y6, and tends to form an individual phase in the
PM6:AC174:Y6 ternary blend. Adding a small amount of AC174
can not only maintain good D/A phase separation, which is
benecial for charge transport, but can also improve PM6/Y6
molecular packing and decrease system energetic disorder.
Due to the reduced energetic disorder, the exciton diffusion
ability and exciton lifetime increase, leading to an enhanced
exciton diffusion length and exciton dissociation. As a result,
the ternary OSCs based on PM6:AC174:Y6 exhibit a higher PCE
value of 17.2% compared with the PM6:Y6 devices (15.9%), and
achieve a greatly increased short-circuit current density (JSC)
over 28 mA cm−2, which is among the highest JSC values in OSC
devices.
174 film. (c) Normalized absorption spectra of PM6, AC174 and Y6 films
f PM6, AC174 and Y6.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022

https://doi.org/10.1039/d2ta07113d


Table 1 Performance of the optimized PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6 based devicesa

Active layer VOC (V) JSC (mA cm−2) FF (%) PCE (%) Calc. JSC (mA cm−2)

PM6:Y6 0.812 (0.809 � 0.004) 26.6 (26.4 � 0.5) 73.5 (72.7 � 1.3) 15.9 (15.5 � 0.2) 26.0
PM6:AC174:Y6 0.817 (0.813 � 0.007) 28.4 (28.1 � 0.6) 74.1 (73.3 � 0.8) 17.2 (16.7 � 0.3) 27.9

a Average values (in parenthesis) are obtained from 10 devices.
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Results and discussion
Materials synthesis and characterization

AC174 was synthesized through Suzuki–Miyaura micellar cross-
coupling in water. This particular protocol enables a large
reduction in the amount of organic wastes generated by the
manufacturing of organic semiconductors.36 The detailed
synthesis procedure is described in the ESI† and the nuclear
magnetic resonance spectrum of AC174 is shown in Fig. S1
(ESI†). First, we investigated the basic properties of AC174.
AC174 exhibits intense p–p stacking in the out-of-plane direc-
tion (qz = 1.45 �A−1, d = 4.32 �A) with a face-on molecular
orientation, indicating that AC174 is highly crystalline, as
shown by the grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS) method (Fig. 1b). AC174 in diluted dichloromethane
solution shows an intense absorption ranging from 300 to
550 nm with an absorption peak at 488 nm; its solid lm
exhibits an absorption peak at 554 nm, and the optical bandgap
(Eg) is calculated to be 2.10 eV (Fig. S2, ESI†). The AC174 solid
lm shows a strong uorescence peak at 589 nm. Quite a small
Stokes shi of 35 nm is observed, indicating a rigid backbone
and a low reorganization energy of AC174, which facilitates
reducing energetic disorder and enhancing charge transport
according to the Marcus theory.37 The highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molec-
ular orbital (LUMO) energy levels of AC174 are calculated to be
−5.47 eV and−3.37 eV, respectively, according to the ultraviolet
photoelectron spectrometer (UPS) spectra and UV-vis absorp-
tion spectra (Fig. S3, ESI†).

Then, we investigated optoelectronic properties of the
PM6:AC174:Y6 blend (Fig. S4, ESI†). AC174, PM6 and Y6 thin
lms exhibit strong absorption in the regions of 400–600 nm,
500–700 nm and 600–900 nm, respectively (Fig. 1c), yielding
panchromatic absorption. The emission range of AC174 (550–
700 nm) is heavily overlapped with the absorption range of PM6
(500–700 nm), which is benecial for the FRET between AC174
and PM6. The energy level diagram of PM6, AC174 and Y6 is
shown in Fig. 1d, where the HOMO energy levels of PM6 and
AC174 were both measured by the UPS method (Fig. S3, ESI†),
and that of Y6 was adopted from the reference, also measured
by the samemethod.38 The HOMO energy level of AC174 is lower
than that of PM6, which may increase open-circuit voltage (VOC)
in the ternary device.

Device performance and device physics

In order to study the inuence of AC174 on the performance of
ternary OSCs, we adopted a conventional sandwich device
structure of ITO glass/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/PNDIT-F3N/Ag to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
fabricate devices based on PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6, respec-
tively. Fig. 2a shows representative current density–voltage (J–V)
curves of optimized PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6 based OSCs
measured under the illumination of an AM 1.5G solar simu-
lator, 100mW cm−2. The PM6:Y6 device affords a VOC of 0.812 V,
JSC of 26.6 mA cm−2, ll factor (FF) of 73.5%, and PCE of 15.9%.
Aer adding a small amount of AC174, where the content of
AC174 in donors (PM6 + AC174) is 5%, the optimized
PM6:AC174:Y6 device achieves simultaneous improvement in
VOC, JSC and FF, with a VOC of 0.817 V, JSC of 28.4 mA cm−2, and
FF of 74.1%, leading to a greatly improved PCE of 17.2% (Table
1). The device performance data with different AC174 contents
are listed in Table S1 (ESI†), and the corresponding J–V curves
and external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra are shown in
Fig. S5 (ESI†). As the weight ratio of AC174 in donors increases,
the VOC shows small changes, while JSC and FF show the
tendency of increasing rst and then decreasing (Fig. S6, ESI†).
Interestingly, when the content of AC174 in the donors reaches
50%, the PCE can still maintain 86% of the PCE of the control
device (Table S1†), which is similar to the results in our previous
study,39 where PM6:Y6-based devices with relatively low
contents of PM6 still exhibited good device performance.
However, when the AC174 content exceeds 50%, the PM6
content is too low, restricting the device performance. Because
AC174 exhibits poor miscibility with PM6 or Y6, sufficient D:A
interpenetrating networks are damaged, which decreases device
performance. The statistic PCE distributions of optimized
PM6:Y6 or PM6:AC174:Y6 based OSC devices are shown in
Fig. S7a (ESI†), exhibiting good device reproducibility in both
OSC devices. We have also measured the heat stability and light
stability of PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6 based OSC devices. The
heat stability tests were carried out at 85 °C under a nitrogen
atmosphere (Fig. S8a, ESI†), where PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6
devices exhibit similar heat stability. The light stability tests
were measured under continuous AM 1.5G illumination under
a nitrogen atmosphere (Fig. S8b, ESI†). The PM6:Y6 binary
device retains 79% of the original PCE, while the PM6:AC174:Y6
device retains 87% of the original PCE aer continuous illu-
mination for 300 min. Clearly, the introduction of AC174
improves the device light stability.

The EQE spectra of optimized PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6
devices are shown in Fig. 2b, where in the range of 450–800 nm,
the EQE value of the ternary device is apparently higher than
that of the device without AC174. The integrated JSC values of
PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6 devices are 26.0 and 27.9 mA cm−2,
respectively, which agrees with the JSC values measured from
the J–V curves (less than 3% mismatch). The internal quantum
efficiency (IQE) as a function of wavelength was also calculated,
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 24073–24083 | 24075
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using the measured EQE and the active layer absorption
determined by optical transfer matrix modelling simulations.
As shown in Fig. S7b (ESI†), IQE was found to be higher for the
device based on PM6:AC174:Y6, compared to that based on
PM6:Y6, in the wavelength range of 580–680 nm. Since the
optical properties of the thin lm of PM6:Y6 is hardly affected
by the addition of AC174 (Fig. S9, ESI†), the higher IQE of the
solar cell based on PM6:AC174:Y6 is most likely due to the more
efficient dissociation of excitons generated in the polymer
donor, with an absorption peak at 620 nm.

To explore the origin of JSC and IQE enhancement in the
ternary device, the modulated transient photocurrent (TPC)
method was used to characterize the exciton dissociation of the
devices.40,41 We adopted a series of external bias voltages (from
negative to positive) for the device to regulate the internal
electric eld. The TPC results of PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6
devices are shown in Fig. 2c and d. TPC curves of both devices
exhibit a fast rise and a relatively slow decay process. None-
theless, differences in the dynamic characteristics between
these two devices can be clearly seen. Firstly, under the condi-
tion of no external bias voltage (0 mV), the photocurrent of the
PM6:AC174:Y6 device takes 76 ns to reach the peak, which is 22
ns faster than the PM6:Y6 device. At the same time, the ternary
device exhibits a faster decay time of 149 ns, which is 80 ns
faster than the device without AC174. The shortened photo-
current peak time and decay time of the ternary device indicate
better exciton dissociation. Secondly, when weakening the
internal electric eld by applying a positive bias voltage, the
PM6:Y6 device needs a longer time to reach the photocurrent
peak, while the TPC peak time for the PM6:AC174:Y6 device
remains unchanged at all voltages. These differences in the TPC
results reect difference in the exciton dissociation. The
PM6:Y6 device exhibits relatively slow exciton dissociation;
hence, it takes a longer time to reach the photocurrent peak and
decay in a low internal electric eld because of dynamics
equilibrium between excitons and free carriers.42 For the ternary
device, the improved exciton dissociation helps to weaken the
dependence of the exciton dissociation dynamics on the
internal electric eld, thus keeping the TPC peak time
unchanged at all the bias voltages. Thirdly, a quasi-linear region
is observed in the TPC curve of the PM6:AC174:Y6 device at an
external bias voltage of −300 mV. This indicates that most of
excitons in the ternary device have been dissociated into free
carriers to provide a saturated charge concentration.43 In
contrast, such a phenomenon is not observed in the PM6:Y6
device, which implies that even under a strong internal electric
eld, the exciton dissociation in the PM6:Y6 device is still
insufficient. The TPC results reveal that the exciton dissociation
in the PM6:AC174:Y6 device is more efficient than that in the
device without AC174, which is responsible for the higher JSC in
the ternary device.

The relationship between JSC and light intensity (Plight) can
be adopted to describe charge recombination (Fig. S10, ESI†).
The JSC follows a power-law relationship with Plight (JSC f

Plight
a), where when a reaches 1, it means that all the charges

have been collected by electrodes and no bimolecular recom-
bination exists.44 The a values of PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6
24076 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 24073–24083
devices are 0.939 and 0.946, respectively, indicating less bimo-
lecular recombination in the PM6:AC174:Y6 ternary device.

Charge mobility was measured to investigate the charge
transport behaviour. We employed the organic eld-effect
transistor (OFET) method to measure charge mobilities of
PM6, AC174 and PM6:AC174 blend lms in the horizontal
direction (Fig. S11, ESI†). The hole mobilities (mh) of PM6,
AC174 and PM6:AC174 blend lms are 4.9 × 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1,
3.5× 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 6.3× 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively.
Compared with pristine PM6, the PM6:AC174 blend lms
exhibit a better charge transport in the horizontal direction. We
next used the space charge limited current (SCLC) method to
measure charge mobilities of PM6:Y6, PM6:AC174:Y6 and
AC174:Y6 blend lms in the vertical direction (Fig. S12 and
Table S2, ESI†).45 The mh of PM6:Y6, PM6:AC174:Y6, and
AC174:Y6 blends are 9.1× 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, 1.1× 10−3 cm2 V−1

s−1, and 6.1 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively. The electron
mobilities (me) of the above three blends are 8.3 × 10−4 cm2 V−1

s−1, 1.1 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1, and 5.1 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1,
respectively. Compared with the PM6:Y6 binary blend, the
optimized ternary blend exhibits higher and more balanced
charge mobilities, which can reduce charge recombination and
improve the FF.

Exciton and charge transport in amorphous or weak crys-
talline organic semiconductors is regarded as a hopping
process between localized sites, following the extended
Gaussian disorder model (EGDM). The distribution of elec-
tronic density of states (DOS) in LUMO and HOMO energy levels
follows a Gaussian curve (denoted as DHOMO for the HOMO
energy level and DLUMO for the LUMO energy level) and the
width of the Gaussian curve reects the energy disorder of the
material.46,47 According to the EGDM, charge mobility is
a function of temperature and material energy disorder in low
electric elds, following the formula:

mðTÞ ¼ c1m0exp

 
�c2

�
s

kBT

�2
!

(1)

where m(T) is the charge mobility, m0 is the charge mobility with
T approaching innity, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature, s is the Gaussian width of the DOS reecting the
energy disorder, and c1 and c2 are constants, where c1 is 1.8 ×

10−9 and c2 is 0.42.48–50 Temperature dependent charge mobility
characterization was conducted for PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6
blend lms adopting the SCLC method.

Here, we fabricated space-charge-limited hole-only devices
with the structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/blend lms/Au and
electron-only devices with the structure of ITO/ZnO/blend lms/
BCP/Ag, and investigated the temperature-dependent charge
mobility. When the temperature decreases from 273 K to 213 K,
the mh of the PM6:Y6 binary device decreases from 1.2 × 10−4

cm2 V−1 s−1 to 1.1 × 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1, and that of the
PM6:AC174:Y6 ternary device decreases from 2.4 × 10−4 cm2

V−1 s−1 to 3.0× 10−5 cm−2 V−1 s−1 (Fig. S13a and b, ESI†); the me
of the PM6:Y6 binary device decreases from 1.3 × 10−4 cm2 V−1

s−1 to 1.4 × 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1, while that of the PM6:AC174:Y6
ternary device decreases from 4.4 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 to 8.3 ×
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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10−5 cm−2 V−1 s−1 (Fig. S13c and d, ESI†). We calculated the s

values of PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6 blends alongside the
DHOMO and DLUMO using eqn (1) (Fig. 2e and f). Regarding the
energy disorder in the HOMO energy levels (sHOMO), the
PM6:AC174:Y6 blend lm exhibits a smaller s value of 107.7
meV compared with the PM6:Y6 blend lm (115.1 meV).
Furthermore, a lower s in the LUMO energy levels (sLUMO) was
found for the PM6:AC174:Y6 blend lm (93.5 meV) compared
with the PM6:Y6 blend lm (106.8 meV). The reduction in s

values along with increased charge mobility is benecial for
exciton diffusion/dissociation and charge transport.

Device photophysics

Steady-state photoluminescence (PL) and transient gating
ultrafast photoluminescence (TG-UFPL) were applied to
Fig. 2 (a) J–V curves and (b) EQE and integrated JSC curves of optimized
PM6:AC174:Y6 devices at varied external bias voltages. Temperature de
PM6:AC174:Y6 films in a ln m vs. T−2 representation for quantitative anal

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
investigate exciton diffusion and exciton dissociation in
different lms. As shown in Fig. 1c, the AC174 lm exhibits
a strong PL emission in the range of 550–700 nm, with a rela-
tively high PL quantum yield (PLQY) of 11.4%. The emission
range of AC174 is highly overlapped with the absorption range
of PM6, supporting the Förster energy transfer between AC174
and PM6. The PL spectra of pure PM6 and PM6:AC174 (5%)
blend lms were measured under excitation at 600 nm (Fig. S14,
ESI†). Neat AC174 and PM6 lms exhibit emission peaks at
580 nm and 673 nm, respectively, while the PM6:AC174 (5%)
blend lm also exhibits an emission peak at 673 nm, with
stronger intensity and higher PLQY (2.85%) compared with
PM6 (2.16%), indicating efficient energy transfer from AC174 to
PM6. Compared with pure PM6, stronger PL intensity of the
PM6:AC174 blend is favourable for enhancing the long-range
PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6 devices. TPC curves of (c) PM6:Y6 and (d)
pendence of hole mobility (e) and electron mobility (f) of PM6:Y6 and
ysis of the energy disorder.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 24073–24083 | 24077
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FRET between the donor and acceptor and therefore, the
exciton diffusion length.

To investigate the photo-excitation dynamics in more detail,
we applied TG-UFPL and transient absorption spectroscopy
(TAS). The experimental details of these methods are included
in the ESI.† Firstly, we used TG-UFPL to selectively probe the
singlet exciton behaviour of the PM6 donor in sub-picoseconds
to tens of picoseconds, the critical time scale for the dissocia-
tion of PM6 excitons in PM6:Y6 blends.51 Fig. 3a shows the PL
emission of pure PM6 and PM6:AC174 blend lms at a pump
uence of 2.44 mJ cm−2 with an excitation wavelength of
515 nm. We observed that the PM6:AC174 blend has a longer
emission decay of ca. 550 fs (amplitude weighted half-intensity)
and pure PM6 has a shorter decay of ca. 400 fs, indicating
a longer exciton lifetime in the donor blend. The TG-UFPL's
ultrashort gate time window (<200 fs) is only sensitive to singlet
excitons, which have a high emissive rate, and not to late
generated excimers.51 The observed fast PL decays are consis-
tent with the kinetics of Frenkel-type local excitation in PM6
measured by TAS,51 suggesting that we are probing the key
excitation species on a critical time scale for photocurrent
generation.

Then, we compared the uence-dependent PL emission
kinetics of the pure PM6 lm and PM6:AC174 (5%) blend lm
with a pump uence ranging from 4.24 mJ cm−2 to 28.29 mJ cm−2

(Fig. 3b and S15, ESI†). It can be seen that pure PM6 has no clear
uence dependence in the range of our experimental condi-
tions, while the PM6:AC174 blend does. The lack of uence
dependence in PM6, which is consistent with previous transient
experimental measurement at similar excitation densities,31

indicates that the excitons are not very mobile on this timescale.
However, for the PM6:AC174 blend, exciton annihilation
becomes stronger with an increase in the excitation intensity,
which indicates that the exciton diffusion ability considerably
increases.

Furthermore, the bimolecular exciton recombination
(exciton annihilation) decay rate (d) can be determined
according to the following eqn (2),

nðtÞ ¼ nið0Þe�kt

1þ d

2k
nið0Þ

�
1� e�kt

� (2)
Fig. 3 (a) Integrated photoluminescence emission kinetics of PM6 and P
PM6:AC174 (5%) films.
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where n(t) is the experimental excitation density (excitations
cm−3), t is the time, ni(0) is the initial excitation density for each
uence (excitations cm−3), and k is the monomolecular decay
constant30 (for PM6, k = 1.83 × 109 s−1). We tted the experi-
mental uence dependent decays to get the bimolecular exciton
recombination decay rate d (cm3 s−1). Since we did not observe
intensity dependent PL kinetics of the PM6 lms, we tted the
PL kinetics with eqn (2) to obtain d values for each uence
dependent decay. On the other hand, for PM6:AC174, we
employed global tting to extract a single d value from the u-
ence dependent decays. Fitting parameters are detailed in Table
S3 (ESI†). The bimolecular exciton recombination decay rate (d)
of the PM6:AC174 blend is calculated to be 1.44 × 10−6 cm3 s−1,
which is higher than the highest value, 6.39 × 10−7 cm3 s−1,
obtained from pure PM6. In polymer solar cells, a general
feature is ultrafast (<10 ps) photocurrent generation when the
donor polymers are excited, and this behaviour requires effi-
cient exciton transport for excitons to reach the donor/acceptor
interface within its lifetime. Based on the d values, we can
estimate the exciton diffusion constant (D) by using d/(8pr),
where r is the annihilation radius approximated to be 1 nm30

and the exciton diffusion length LD at time s aer photoexci-
tation by using

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ds

p
: Aer calculation, the PM6:AC174 blend

exhibits a higher D value (0.573 cm2 s−1) and a longer LD value
within the relevant charge generation timescale of 10 ps (25 nm)
compared with pure PM6 (0.239 cm2 s−1, 15 nm), which indi-
cates a better ability to facilitate rapid exciton diffusion across
the PM6 domain in the PM6:AC174 blend.

The longer exciton diffusion length is benecial for exciton
dissociation in D/A blend systems. We compared the ultrafast
PL emission of pure PM6, PM6:Y6 binary blend and
PM6:AC174:Y6 ternary blend lms at a pump uence of 7.07 mJ
cm−2 (Fig. S16, ESI†). Although 515 nm excitation excites both
PM6 and Y6 in the blend thin lms, our ultrafast PL, which
cannot detect the emission from Y6 due to the sensitivity of the
camera, selectively probes PM6 singlet exciton dynamics to
avoid the complicated data interpretations involving multiple
excitation species. We can estimate the exciton quenching
efficiency by comparing the exciton decay time of the donor in
the presence and absence of the acceptor. As shown in Fig. S16
(ESI†), the PM6 singlet excitons in PM6:Y6 binary and
M6:AC174 (5%) films. (b) Global fitting of fluence dependent decays for

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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PM6:AC174:Y6 ternary blends have similar decay times (ca. 300
fs); however, considering that the PM6 exciton in PM6:AC174
has a longer decay time than the pure PM6 (550 fs versus 400 fs),
we can conclude that the exciton quenching is more efficient in
the ternary blends, indicating faster D/A energy transfer31 and
exciton diffusion accompanied with better exciton dissociation
and charge generation.

We next employ TAS measurement to observe the charge
dynamics when the Y6 molecules are excited. Measurements
were conducted with an 800 nm excitation wavelength to
selectively excite Y6 with pump uences ranging from 5 mW to
20 mW. Fig. S17 (ESI†) shows the TAS spectra of the binary and
ternary blends with a pump uence of 20 mW. The photo
induced absorption (PIA) band is shown as a negative feature at
around 955 nm. Two positive peaks are observed at around
860 nm and 610 nm which can be assigned as an overlapping
contribution of the Y6 bleach signal and PM6 bleach signal. The
positive ground state bleaching (GSB) signal in the 575–625 nm
region of PM6 gauges the charge generation process. Since PM6
is not excited at 800 nm, PM6 bleaching comes about when
photoexcitation in Y6 undergo hole transfer to PM6.52 There-
fore, PM6 bleaching is proportional to the total charge pop-
ulation. As shown in Fig. 4, the charge formation kinetics shows
Fig. 4 Fluence dependent kinetics of the GSB signal for (a) PM6:Y6 and
normalized at 10 ps.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
no distinct difference between the binary and ternary thin lms,
indicating similar charge formation/exciton dissociation
dynamics. However, aer the charge formation reaches a peak,
when the pump–probe delay time is about 50 ps, it can be seen
that the PM6:AC174:Y6 ternary blend has more pronounced
non-geminate charge recombination at high excitation density
(substantially higher than that encountered under solar exci-
tation conditions). This, in turn, suggests more efficient
generation of more mobile charges in the ternary blend, in
accordance with the SCLC results. Overall, the PM6:AC174:Y6
ternary OSC exhibits a longer exciton diffusion length, a better
exciton dissociation ability and a better charge transport ability.
This is likely owing to its lower system energetic disorder,
benetting from its better nanostructure morphology, which is
studied in the following section.
Film morphology

The contact angle measurements were used to study the surface
tension of materials and evaluate the miscibility between
materials. The surface tensions of materials were calculated
from the measured contact angles on water and diiodomethane
using the Owens–Wendt equation.53 The results are shown in
(b) PM6:AC174:Y6 films under an 800 nm excitation pump, intensity

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 24073–24083 | 24079
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Table S4 and S18 (ESI†). The Flory–Huggins interaction
parameters (c) were calculated applying the equation of
c ¼ ð ffiffiffiffiffiffi

gA
p � ffiffiffiffiffiffi

gB
p Þ2:54 According to the Flory–Huggins model,

a smaller c indicates stronger interaction between the two
components, namely, better miscibility. The interaction
parameter between PM6 and Y6 is relatively low (cPM6:Y6 =

0.045), indicating remarkable miscibility between them. The
interaction parameter between PM6:AC174 (5%) blend donors
and Y6 is 0.095, which is a little larger than that of the PM6:Y6
system. On one hand, pretty goodmiscibility still exists between
the blend donors and acceptor. On the other hand, slightly
decreased D/A miscibility is benecial for Y6 molecular
packing, which is favourable for decreasing energetic disorder
and improving exciton diffusion/dissociation and charge
Fig. 5 (a–c) 2D GIWAXS patterns and (d–f) 2D GISAXS patterns of PM6
sponding GIWAXS profiles in the out-of-plane (solid lines) and in-plane
intensity along the in-plane direction.

24080 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2022, 10, 24073–24083
transport. In contrast, the c values between AC174 and PM6 or
Y6 are considerably larger (cAC174:PM6 = 0.442; cAC174:Y6 =

0.770), indicating that AC174 has poor miscibility with PM6 or
Y6.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was employed to
study the lmmorphology of PM6:Y6, PM6:AC174:Y6, AC174:Y6
and PM6:AC174 blend lms (Fig. S19, ESI†). PM6:Y6 and
PM6:AC174:Y6 lms exhibit smooth morphology. The AC174:Y6
blend lm exhibits a large phase domain size, which can be
attributed to the poor miscibility between AC174 and Y6. As for
the PM6:AC174 lm, because we added a small amount of
AC174 (5%), phase separation cannot be clearly seen. Further-
more, we used atomic force microscopy (AFM) to investigate the
surface morphology of PM6:Y6, PM6:AC174:Y6, and AC174:Y6
:Y6, PM6:AC174:Y6, and AC174:Y6 thin films, respectively. (g) Corre-
(dashed lines) directions. (h) Corresponding GISAXS fitted scattering

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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blend lms (Fig. S20, ESI†). The root-mean-square roughness
(Rq) of PM6:Y6, PM6:AC174:Y6, and AC174:Y6 blend lms are
1.22 nm, 1.23 nm, and 6.61 nm, respectively. The AC174:Y6
blend lm exhibits rough surface morphology, owing to the
poor miscibility between them.

GIWAXS characterization studies were performed to evaluate
molecular packing and the orientation of pure and blend
lms.55,56 The two-dimensional GIWAXS (2D-GIWAXS) patterns
and corresponding 1D line-cuts along the in-plane and out-of-
plane directions of pure lms and PM6:AC174 blend lms are
shown in Fig. S21 (ESI†) and 1b. The pure Y6 lm exhibits high
crystallinity with a preferential face-on orientation indicated by
the p–p peak along the qz axis (q = 1.74 �A−1, d = 3.62 �A). The
pure PM6 lm was reported to be preferentially face-on oriented
with the p–p peak at qz = 1.69 �A−1 (d = 3.72 �A), and the
coherence length (CL) is 1.86 nm. The PM6:AC174 (5%) blend
lm exhibits ap–p peak along the qz axis (qz= 1.69�A−1, d= 3.72
�A), and the CL increases to 1.99 nm. A stronger p–p stacking of
PM6 along the qz axis is benecial for decreasing energetic
disorder and improving charge transport in the vertical
direction.

The 2D-GIWAXS patterns and corresponding 1D line-cuts
along the in-plane and out-of-plane directions of PM6:Y6,
PM6:AC174:Y6 and AC174:Y6 blend lms are shown in Fig. 5a–c
and g. For the AC174:Y6 blend lm, p–p peaks located at qz =
1.49�A−1 and qz = 1.75�A−1 are attributed to the scattering from
face-on oriented AC174 and Y6 crystalline domains, respec-
tively, without forming a co-crystal structure, which indicates
poor miscibility between the two materials. For PM6:Y6 and
PM6:AC174:Y6 blend lms, p–p peaks are located at qz = 1.75
�A−1 (d = 3.60�A) and qz = 1.74�A−1 (d = 3.61�A), respectively, and
the corresponding CL values slightly increase from 2.86 nm to
2.87 nm. Both blend lms exhibit evident Y6 ordering in the
out-of-plane direction, leading to good charge transport.

Grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS)
measurements were conducted to characterize the phase sepa-
ration of the binary and ternary blends (Fig. 5d–f and h).57 The
Debye–Anderson–Brumberger (DAB) model and the fractal-like
network model were used to evaluate the intermixing of amor-
phous phases and pure acceptor domains, respectively, in
GISAXS measurements.58 The correlation lengths of the inter-
mixing region (x) of PM6:Y6, PM6:AC174:Y6, and AC174:Y6
blend lms are 21.2 nm, 25.4 nm, and 50.5 nm, respectively.
The corresponding pure acceptor (2Rg) domain sizes are found
to be 13.2 nm, 34.2 nm, and 46.8 nm, respectively. The domain
size of the pure acceptor region for AC174:Y6 is much larger
compared with that of PM6:Y6 and PM6:AC174:Y6, which is
consistent with the poor miscibility of AC174:Y6. Compared
with the PM6:Y6 blend, the relatively larger intermixing region
length of the ternary blend lm may contribute to exciton
dissociation in this region, consistent with the TPC and TG-
UFPL results, leading to higher JSC values in devices. The great
increase of pure acceptor domain sizes in the ternary blend lm
is related to the higher crystallinity of Y6, which facilitates
charge transport, conrmed by the SCLC measurements.
Moreover, an increased Y6 domain size is benecial for
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
reducing system energetic disorder, leading to a longer exciton
diffusion length, consistent with the TG-UFPL data.

Conclusions

In summary, a highly crystalline, highly emissive, and wide-
bandgap polymer AC174 with an extremely small Stokes shi
was synthesized in water and was added into the PM6:Y6 blend
to fabricate PM6:AC174:Y6 ternary OSC devices. AC174 exhibits
poor compatibility with PM6 and Y6, which tends to form an
individual phase in ternary lms, improves the molecular
packing, and reduces system energetic disorder, which is
benecial for FRET and exciton transport. The heavily over-
lapping of AC174 emission and PM6 absorption spectra as well
as a high PLQY of AC174 facilitate FRET between AC174 and
PM6, leading to better exciton diffusion ability, a longer exciton
lifetime and a longer exciton diffusion length in the PM6:AC174
blend. Relative to the PM6:Y6 binary devices, the PM6:AC174:Y6
ternary OSCs exhibit a longer exciton diffusion length, and
more efficient exciton dissociation, charge generation and
charge transport. As a result, the ternary OSCs based on
PM6:AC174:Y6 yield a PCE of 17.2%, which is higher than that
of the PM6:Y6 binary devices (15.9%). It is worth noting that the
ternary devices exhibit the highest IQE approaching 100% and
an impressive JSC value over 28 mA cm−2. This study provides
a facile strategy for morphology optimization, reducing system
energetic disorder, and enhancing the exciton diffusion length
by introducing a polymer semiconductor with high crystallinity,
a high PLQY, and a small Stokes shi, and nally improving the
performance of the OSCs.
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